What do we do?

Storr can help you develop technology solutions for virtually every aspect of workplace management. Our CAFM automation tools make it easier to generate CAD drawings and manage your space, overall organization and staffing requirements more efficiently. We can also help you manage your leases and keep valuable asset information current.

Our expertise in managing CAD files and manipulating various facility databases can give you the reports you need to identify emerging facility needs in advance and proactively plan how best to address them.

Storr’s CAFM program comes with all the flexibility you’ll ever need. You can have one of our experts serve as full time support for your company or we can work on a project-by-project basis.

We’re available to implement an entire system or merely serve as an expert consultant to provide guidance and advice as you negotiate through the various phases of CAFM, from initial needs assessment to final implementation.

How we do it.

Our veteran team of professionals has the ability to reduce your total facility management costs by improving processes and service levels. We focus on developing a plan, communicating the goals and implementing CAFM solutions so that you can effectively forecast future space needs and serve as a proactive corporate management resource.

As a single-source CAFM partner, Storr is easy to use, flexible and responsive. We are committed to delivering exceptional customer service. Storr works with your company to understand your unique needs and objectives, making your priorities our priorities.

Services include:

• Business process mapping
• CAFM software selection, development and customization
• CAD services: as-built drawings, field verification, poly-lining CAD area boundaries for CAFM utilization
• Standards development: file and CAD naming guidelines, space schemas, database standards, etc.
• Strategic and occupancy planning
• Programming
• Project management
• Move management
• Time utilization studies
• Business reporting and distribution

Why do you need it?

Flexibility and responsiveness are critical to successful facility management. When you turn to Storr as your FM partner, you’ll find a resource with the knowledge and technology tools to help you manage valuable corporate resources efficiently and cost-effectively.